Investment in an ERP adds 2% to your bottom-line: CRISIL
Here are some very interesting insights uncovered by CRISIL who have conducted a research on 4500 small enterprises (with annual
revenue around Rs. 5 Crores):
 Only a mere 4% of small enterprises have implement business process management systems such as Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP)
 96% of these enterprises limit their operations to basic computer-based management information systems or use simple
software like MS.Excel in order to ‘save money’.
 The average operating margins for businesses with ERP is 10% whereas 8% for business without ERP
 ERP enables businesses to reduce inventory by 12%.
 CRISIL’s findings demonstrate that ERP are required by companies in the revenue range of 5-10 crores as well.

Smaller organizations have resisted investing in and adopting ERP solutions because of the perception that ERP is expensive, difficult
to implement and time-consuming. ABS Baadal offers pre-configured solutions for specific industry verticals that can be “Rapidly
Deployed” in a matter of weeks, enabling your organization to get ready for GST quickly, easily and with minimal risk and investment
(at affordable subscription price-points). ABS Business Consulting can help an organization adapt to and leverage the ERP to add an
estimated 2% to your bottom-line.
Affordable Business Solutions has enabled component manufacturers to address business challenges for over 12 years. Our strong
understanding of the component manufacturing business has been embedded in ABS Baadal - an Industry Vertical Solutions for
Component Manufacturers that includes a suite of pre-configured ERP/ CRM/ Business Analytics solutions offered on the Cloud
Computing model for Component Manufacturers including Fabrication, Precision Machining, Foundry, Forging, Plastics, and Rubber.
ABS also offers business consulting to enable you to embrace LEAN/ Global Manufacturing Excellence practices, when can help you
implement programs to increase the value added per employee. ABS Baadal provides the IT solutions which can help monitor, track
and increase the overall productivity and efficiency of your organization.
Do let us know your thoughts and responses at ABS Linked-In.
If you would like to explore how you could leverage ABS Baadal and our business consulting services, please connect with us at
absbaadal@abs.in

